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WELCOME
"I wanted to bring the fun and exciting influence of enduro mountain bike racing to the
world of Trail Running. The concept is simple: complete a marked 6.5km course through
crafted single track MTB trails racing over a number of “timed segments” in time-trial style.
This event combines elements of all running disciplines from the physical fitness necessary
for longer trail racing, the strength for tough uphill climbs, speed for fast flowing trails, the
skills to navigate Australian bush terrain and the gravity-fed adrenaline-pumping MTB
single tracks."

- Courtney Atkinson
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WHAT AWAITS YOU AT THE RACE
The Red Bull Trail Heads event will be managed by Rocky Trail Entertainment, one of the
major private trail-based event organisers in Australia. Together with our team their crew of
event managers and staff will be welcoming you and supporting you on the day. For the live
timing, Rocky Trail Entertainment is utilising a state of the art timing system called Race
Result. Read on to find out more about sign-on at the registration tent, race bibs, start and
racing procedures, course descriptions, maps and results.



At the Race
VENUE
Situated in the beautiful grassy hills of Numinbah
Valley, NV Gravity Park is normally the home to
many avid mountain bikers, but Saturday 13th
November will host a new experience with the hills
rolling the legs of many runners not bike wheels.

NV Gravity Park is located at 2296 Nerang
Murwillumbah Road Numinbah.  Just over an hour
from Brisbane or quick 30 mins from Nerang.  As
you approach the Numinbah rural township
proceed past the Hall, local shop, and school until
you see the sign and flags to the entrance of the
park.  Be careful as it is a right hand turn into the
property. A reduced speed area has been
established along Nerang Murwillumbah Road.

PARKING
After entering the property, proceed across the
creek causeway following the signs and parking
marshals to the designated parking area. Expect a
large flat grassy paddock, suitable for all vehicles.

SCHEDULE
With a busy day planned we suggest arriving early to save the stress.
Review the schedule and make a plan.

6.00am               Event village opens.

6.30am                Registration desk opens.

8.15am                 Race Briefing

8.25am                 Runner call-up commences.

                               Runners will start the race in 15 sec intervals.

8.30am                 Stage 1 commences.

8.30am - 11am     Competitors complete stages 2-5.

11am                       Presentations at event hub.

RACE RULES
All Race Rules, Terms and Conditions are available on the event website at
www.redbull.com/trailheads 

http://www.redbull.com/trailheads


Runners will start individually with approx. 15 second intervals. 
The start list will be published on Thursday night prior to event day. 
Riders will be seeded based on their nominated average 5k times.  
List is subject to change so please check the printed list at registration.

REGISTRATION
The registration hub will be located at the Rocky Trail marquee.  Registration opens at
6.30am and will remain open for the duration of the event. Here you will collect your Race
Bib which has your timing transponder attached. Pins will be provided.

EVENT SINGLET
Participants will also receive an Event Singlet which we highly encourage all to wear whilst
racing.

START PROCEDURES
This is a new concept for trail running and based on the very popular Mountain Bike
enduro format.
 

RACE TRACK
The course has been designed with 5 timed segments allowing participants to rest and
recover between each segment.  A perfect opportunity to grab a cold Red Bull, water or
banana from the refreshment stations, have a quick chat to friends and then head to the
next segment.
Each segment will be clearly identified with flags, signage and a crew member to help get
you back under way. 15 second intervals will keep ticking over but your race order may
change as some runners will have no break while others will need more recovery time.

TRACK MAP
The mystery of the course will remain a secret until event day with no practice allowed or
training days. To prepare for the race, read the detailed FAQs, watch the video links that
are published online and prepare mentally for an awesome experience.

RACE RESULTS
Live timing by Rocky Trail Entertainment will be available
on the day. Family (on-site and at home) and competitors 
can track the progress of each participant.

At the Race

https://my.raceresult.com/182685/results


COURSE DESCRIPTION
Here's what to get ready for!

We recommend that you arrive 1 hour before the race starts to give yourself time to park,
check in at the registration desk and prepare - the event will commence at 8.30am sharp.
 
Competitors commence Red Bull Trail Heads in approx. 15 second intervals. There will be
no mass start as the tracks are narrow. Upon registration you will receive your individual
start time. It is recommended that you arrive on site with plenty of time to check in,
warm up & be at the marshalling area 5 minutes before your allocated start time.

Timed Segment 1 - Shoot to Thrill
Make sure you’re warmed up! This trail is made to come down FAST on a MTB. Which
makes for a tough but fast uphill run segment to start the day for you. It's an epic smooth
trail, some surprise short steep pinches, a little log or two to pull yourself up and over.
Expect the fastest young bucks to get up this segment in around 3mins.

Timed Segment 2 - The Horse Paddock
The longest segment in the event, expect some good ol’ fashion XC running – remember
your school days! Starting with a longer decent on 4x4 track, let’s see how fast you can
spin those legs over, but be ready as you have to return to the top of the hill through the
paddock… watch out for the horse manure, we'll make sure to remove the actual horses
on the day. Expect the fastest runner to be anywhere between 7mins to 10mins on this
longest segment of the day. We’re setting up the course through the paddock with flags
& bunting to guide you, so you’d better hope someone’s being kind with the course
placement.

Timed Segment 3 – Rhythm & Blues (R&B) - The blue-ribbon trail of NV Gravity Park
You’ll come across some unique features to run on along the way, the Red Bull berm, a
whale’s tale, wooden ramps, the over / under bridge over some humpty dumpty’s to
finish the segment. Expect the fastest to come down this trail in around 4 – 4.5 minutes.

Timed Segment 4 – The Special Segment – The KOM. 
This segment is to crown the Uphill Male and Female KOM champions of Red Bull Trail
Heads. Don’t let the undulating start through the beautiful forest trails of this 550m
segment fool you… there’s a steep surprise at the end with a rewarding view. Expect the
KOM to be won in around 4mins.

Timed Segment 5 - The Green Run
This one will be enjoyable… the longest MTB downhilll trail segment of the day. All epic
smooth single track. Starts at the top in the wide-open fields before taking you through
the forest section, past the dams and a final banked berm section which will have a smile
on your face to finish the day! Expect the fastest runners to come down in just over
4mins from top to bottom.
Finally it’s time to spin a yarn, jump in the creek to cool off while enjoying Red Bull with
your mates down at the finish.

At the Race



Random prizes include 5 x $200 gift vouchers. 
KOM segment winners will receive an awesome trophy and prizes. 
The Red Bull Trail Heads Male and Female winners will receive entry into
Red Bull 400 hosted in Japan 2022.

PRESENTATION
After finishing your first ever Red Bull Trail Heads event it is time to relax and
enjoy the grassy green landscape that surrounds you.

Grab a cold can of Red Bull, order some amazing food from MOI wraps, then
relax listening to the very talented Red Bull DJs Nikki and Sophie.

PRIZES
Time to socialize or cheer on other runners whilst we wait to give a swag of
prizes away at the scheduled presentation time of 11am.  Please note, winners
must be present to receive the prize.

PHOTOGRAPHER
The official event photographer will be out on course snapping and creating
those great memory images.  Remember to download, share on your socials
and tag @redbullau on Instagram.

FOOD SERVICES
The crew from MIO Wraps will be onsite all day providing the most amazing
food for breakfast or lunch.  Get a taste for their delicious menu on their
socials - support this and the many amazing local businesses who supply this
event. For those needing an energy kick of course there will be plenty of cold
Red Bull on site.

SPECTATORS
Everyone is welcome to come watch and cheer on all the participants. There
are some great spectator hub locations located up the hill with gorgeous
panoramic views of the valley below.

GET SOCIAL WITH US
We'll be regularly posting on the Facebook Event Page - 
ask your questions in the feed and get ready for an
amazing day!

At the Race

https://www.instagram.com/redbullau/
https://www.facebook.com/miowrap
https://www.facebook.com/events/608135503690556/?active_tab=discussion
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Check out the detailed FAQ section on our website - the one we get asked quite often is, 
"Is Red Bull Trail Heads Only for the Pros?" - The answer is: "Definitely Not!"
You’ll find out that Red Bull Trail Heads has something for every runner from the first timers
looking for a unique Red Bull experience to come be part of, beach joggers wanting an
introduction to the fun of trail running, to the seasoned trail runners looking for a new
format and challenge. Read on for more info.



What is Red Bull Trail Heads?
The concept is simple: complete a marked 6.5km course through
crafted single track MTB trails racing over a number of “timed
segments” in time-trial style.
The inaugural Red Bull Trail Heads involves 5 timed stages – named to
match the characteristics of the individual “timed segment’s” terrain.
(Shoot to Thrill, Green Run, Rhythm & Blues, The horse paddock and
KOM). The timed segments of the race are a variety of up-hill, down-
hill, technical and free flowing segments varying in steepness, length,
and difficulty including a special segment “KOM” with a unique prize.
Between each segment, there will be untimed “transfer segments”
that are designed for catching your breath, grabbing a drink,
regrouping with mates and moving across to the next ‘timed segment’
to start all over again.
Red Bull Trail Heads combines elements of all running disciplines from
the physical fitness necessary for longer trail racing, the strength for
tough uphill climbs, speed for fast flowing trails, the skills to navigate
Australian bush terrain and the gravity-fed adrenaline-pumping MTB
single tracks.

How does the timing work?
When you check-in at the registration tent you will be given a bib that
contains a timing chip. You will wear this for the duration of the event.
Your five ‘timed segments’ will be electronically timed and added
together to record a complete course timed result. The fastest time
wins.

Where do I collect my timing chip and bib from?
The Registration Hub will be open from 6.30am, here you can collect
your race bib and timing chip. You must wear your bib and timing chip
on the front of your competitor singlet at all times.

Where must I wear my bib/ timing chip?
Your race bib must be attached to the front of your singlet with the
number/name visible. Runners are not able to start the race without
their bib attached and visible.

How does the timing system work?
Live timing will be provided by Rocky Trail Entertainment utilising a
state of the art live timing system called Race Result. Each participant
will be provided with a race bib that has been fitted with a
transponder. Each segment will be timed with an 
overall result will be determined based 
off the combined time of all segments. 
Participants must start and finish 
each segment in sequence to qualify.

When racing on timed segments, it is just you, your legs, and the
clock. There isn’t much worry about having to pass or get passed
because you are sent off down the trail at 15-second intervals. If
you do get passed (or need to pass someone), it is usually just
one person at a time, which is much easier to handle than your
typical large groups of runners in packed continuous long-
distance trail races.
Men, women, pro, amateur; everyone runs the same course! So,
regardless of your classification, you can compare your times to
everyone else and there will be a community feel where you will
see runners all over the course coming up, going down or even
crossing underneath you over the wooden bridge feature.
Short untimed transfer segments in-between the ‘timed
segments’ give you the opportunity to catch your breath, regroup
with your mates… grab a cold can from the aid stations … and be
ready to hit the next timed segment!
It is basically a motivated group trail run! Think of Red Bull Trail
Heads as a trail run you would normally love to do… just with a
bunch of new friends and a little more motivation to push your
limits on the unique changing style of segments at a private
property you would normally not be able to run on.
Trail running people are a great crowd. More than any other form
of running, trail running is known for having a friendly
atmosphere. Red Bull Trail Heads takes this community
inclusiveness to the next level. Wait for your buddies to finish the
timed segments and then jog to the next segment together. And
of course, celebrate with new and old friends at the finish line
with race talk, good food and a cold Red Bull.

Is Red Bull Trail Heads only for Pros?
Not at all! The ‘timed segments’ aggregated distances have been
setup to make the run achievable for all levels, while the terrain and
shorter trail efforts will be physically challenging and make for close
racing for the pros and seasoned runners coming to shoot for the win!
This isn’t going to be a walk in the park but you’re not going to have to
train for a year either to do it!
Red Bull Trail Heads is meant to be a competitive, fun, approachable
and exciting form of trail running. Bringing back the memories of the
fun of running XC when you were a kid at school.
While Red Bull Trail Heads does require some physical fitness to
complete the approx. 7-9km equivalent effort of what you’d need to
do across flat terrain. It is also one of the most approachable trail
formats you’ll for a first timer. 

Here are a few reasons why Red Bull Trail Heads is awesome for all
levels of runner:

FAQ

https://my.raceresult.com/182685/results


What are the competition categories?
In 2021, you can take part in one of the following categories: Male and
Female. You will select which category you want to compete in during
team registration on RedBull.com. All participant data will be checked
against the competition category after sign-up so please ensure that
you have registered for the correct category to avoid issues.
There is also a special segment with a trophy & prize for the fastest
male & female to complete the special KOM segment – King/Queen of
the Mountain (Segment 4 on the course which is a 550m uphill
challenge).

Can I compete as a team?
There are no team categories in the 2021 Trail Heads event, but great
idea to build on in the future. However, we encourage you to bring
your family and friends and enjoy the experience on course together.
You will start each timed segment on the course in 15secs intervals, but
can regroup, grab a drink and jog or walk the untimed section to the
next timed segment start point.

What are the prizes?
The Major prize for the fastest male and female is an entry into Red
Bull 400 which will be hosted in Japan in 2022.
Flights and accommodation will be provided.
Please read the T&Cs carefully to understand the prizes and how COVID
outbreaks could impact them.
There will be further prizes for KOM & QOM segments and random
door prizes.

What are the rules?
There are a number of rules that all riders will have to abide by during
the event, which can be found on the Event Rules tab on the event
page. It’s each runners responsibility to read these prior to
participating.

How are the results determined?
Your five ‘timed segments’ will be electronically timed and added
together to record a complete course timed result. Fastest time wins.
The ‘untimed segments’ of the course do not count towards your
result however we encourage you to continue to move through these
sections once you have got you breath back and grabbed a cold can of
Red Bull. Remember If you stop for too long the lactic acid builds and
you will find it harder to get up to speed in the next segment.

Is there a cut off time on the course?
We’re confident that all participants will be able to navigate the
complete course in under 2hrs. There’s no hard cut-off but we don’t
expect anyone being out there all day either. 

Who can take part?
You are welcome to participate whether you are a first-timer, a
seasoned runner or a professional athlete. It is, of course, your
responsibility to follow the latest advice and requirements from your
local and national health authorities in relation to Covid-19.

Is there a minimum age for participation?
All participants need to be 18 years old as of Saturday 13th November
2021. You will be asked to provide your date of birth during
registration and also confirm you are legally able to participate by
signing our participant disclaimer. If you are 16 years old at of 13
November you can complete however you must be with a guardian
and they must co sign all registration wavers.

Where can I get more information?
Head to www.redbull.com/trailheads and you can send an email to
enquiries.au@redbull.com for any further questions you may have. 
On race day, chat to our team or one of the friendly crew members
from Rocky Trail Entertainment, who are managing this event:

All Race Rules, Terms and Conditions are available on the event
website at www.redbull.com/trailheads 

FAQ

https://www.redbull.com/au-en/events/trail-heads/
http://www.redbull.com/trailheads



